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Activation volume for phosphorus diffusion in silicon and Si 0.93Ge0.07
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The hydrostatic pressure dependence of the diffusivity of P in compressively strained Si0.93Ge0.07

and unalloyed Si has been measured. In both cases the diffusivity is almost independent of pressure,
characterized by an activation volumeV* of s+0.09±0.11d times the atomic volumeV for the
unalloyed Si, ands+0.01±0.06d V for Si0.93Ge0.07. The results are used in conjunction with the
reported effect of biaxial strain on diffusion normal to the surface to test the prediction for an
interstitialcy-based mechanism of Aziz’s phenomenological thermodynamic treatment of diffusion
under uniform nonhydrostatic stress states. The prediction agrees well with measured behavior,
lending additional credence to the interstitial-based mechanism and supporting the nonhydrostatic

thermodynamic treatment. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1896445g
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Because understanding and controlling diffusion rel
phenomena become increasingly important as semicond
device dimensions decrease, diffusion in Si has been he
studied. Despite this emphasis there remains no cons
about the relative concentrations and mobilities of the p
defects involved in the diffusion of many dopants. A stud
the dependence of the atomic diffusivity on pressureP and
stresss can provide valuable information to help elucid
atomistic diffusion mechanisms. Additionally, biaxial str
is commonly designed into epitaxial semiconductor dev
for enhanced carrier mobility or band gap engineering
poses. The study of stress effects on diffusion is an impo
part of the study of the stability of such strained-layer
taxial materials. Furthermore, although bulk wafers ca
sustain significant nonhydrostatic stresses at diffusion
peratures, such stresses are sustained near interface
patterned films and in the films themselves. These stres
integrated circuit materials and other multilayer devices
be quite large due to growth stresses, interfacial stre
thermal expansion mismatch, or dislocations.1 The complexi
ties associated with spatially nonuniform nonhydros
stress states in these materialssas well as in initially biaxially
strained materials after the breakdown of a smooth, flat
morphologyd make the interpretation of stress effects
terms of basic mechanisms and the prediction of stres
fects from known mechanisms quite difficult. However
certain cases, hydrostatic pressure and simple nonhydro
stress states can provide sufficient information to permi
prediction of behavior under arbitrary stress states.2

Because diffusion of substitutional elements in Si oc
by the superposition of the contributions from vacancysVd
and interstitialsId-mediated mechanisms, the diffusivity
sponds to variations inI and V concentrations induced b
temperatureT, P, and point defect injection. When a solid
subjected to changes inP and T, the mobilities of all poin
defects are altered immediately. Additionally, the point
fect concentrations quickly re-equilibrate at the surfaces
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at other point defect sources, if they exist; a growing d
sional zone of point defect re-equilibration then swe
through the specimen from these sources. When the r
sampled by experiments equilibrates rapidly with the sou
compared to the experimental time scale, the measure
fusivity is the equilibrium value. Under these circumstan
the P dependence of the diffusivity is commonly charac
ized by the activation volume,V* ;−kT]sln DAd /]P, where
DA is the equilibrium diffusivity under intrinsic doping co
ditions for element A in Si andk is Boltzmann’s constant.
appears that at low and intermediate concentrations,
phorus diffusion is almost solelyI mediated,3 in which case
it can be shown thatV* =VPI

f +VPI
m =VI

f +Vasso+VI
m+sVPI

m

−VI
md, where the formation volumeVPI

f is the volume chang
of the system upon formation of aPI pair, the migration
volumeVPI

m is the additional volume change when thePI pair
reaches the saddle point in its migration path,VI

f andVI
m are

the formation and migration volumes, respectively, of a
Si self-interstitial, and the pairing volumeVassois the volume
change upon association of aPI pair from a widely separate
P and I. Although the corresponding terms in the activa
energy have been predicted by atomistic calculations,
volume changes forV-based mechanisms have b
calculated,4 few volume changes have been calculated
I-based mechanisms.5

The samples for the present investigation were gr
on s001d-Czochralski Si wafers at the molecular be
epitaxy facility at University of Aarhus.6 Two composition
were used for the experiment. The structure of the
alloyed Si sample, denoted “0%,” is Sis200 nmd/P-doped
Sis25 nmd/Sis600 nmd/Sis001d substrate. The structure
the alloy sample, denoted “7%,” is Sis100 nmd/
compressively strained Si0.93Ge0.07s60 nmd /P-doped, com
pressively strained Si0.93Ge0.07s25 nmd /compressivel
strained Si0.93Ge0.07s60 nmd /Sis500 nmd /Sis001d substrate
The peak concentration of P spike, located at a dep
,200 nm, is 131019 cm−3, which is slightly higher than th
intrinsic carrier concentration ofni =331018 cm−3 at the an
neal temperature 840 °C.7 The samples contain,1018 cm−3

of carbon and,1016 cm−3 of oxygen.
To shield the surface from reacting with the atmosp
and thereby minimize the injection of point defects, the
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samples were capped by radio frequency sputtered 10
SiO2 followed by 100 nm Si3N4 layers. Uncertainties ass
ciated with the transient time to establish point de
equilibrium8 are believed to be significant; experiments
samples annealed in forming gas6,9 indicate a possible sy
tematic error of 20% inD.

For pressure annealing, the bulk, as-grown samples
thinned mechanically from the backside to,35 mm thick in
order to fit to the sample chamber. HighP anneals wer
performed in a high-T, high-P diamond anvil cellsDACd
using fluid argon as the inert, clean, hydrostatic pres
transmitting medium.P in the DAC was measured10 using
the P-induced wavelength shift of Sm: yttrium–aluminu
garnet fluorescence. The details are described elsewhe11

Phosphorus concentration-depth profiles were mea
using secondary ion mass spectrometrysSIMSd using an
Atomika 4000 apparatus with a 3.5 keV beam of O2

+ at an
angle of 20° from normal. In Fig. 1 we show representa
concentration-depth profiles measured by SIMS.

The values ofDP were determined by evolving the me
sured as-grown profiles numerically according to the d
sion equation and finding the value of the diffusivity for
best fit to the measured final profiles. Noise in the tails o
profiles introduced unnecessary levels of noise in the re
ing activation volume and so the region over which the si
lation was compared to the measured profile was restrict
185–220 nm for 0% samples and 150–200 nm for

FIG. 1. SIMS concentration-depth profiles forsad unstrained unalloyed S
sample andsbd 7% Ge sample under biaxial compressive strain. Trian
as-grown samples. Squares: after annealing at 840 °C for 1 h atsad 0 GPa;
sbd 2.3 GPa. The solid line represents the result from the simulation
the linear diffusion equation withsad D=2.4310−17 cm2/s; sbd D=7.6
310−17 cm2/s.
samples. Because the results of fitting the 0% profiles to th
Downloaded 04 Apr 2005 to 128.103.60.225. Redistribution subject to AIP
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nonlinear diffusion equation12 were more sensitive to the l
cations of the boundaries of the comparison region than
the results of fitting to the linear diffusion equation, we ch
to pursue fits to the linear diffusion equation only. The re
is a report of the concentration-averaged actualsor extrinsicd
diffusivity.13 For these samples the reported value
V* is not affected by the choice of diffusion equation.

In Fig. 2 we show the best-fit diffusivity vers
pressure.14 The best-fit activation volume is V*

=s0.09±0.11dV for Si, and s0.01±0.06dV for Si0.93Ge0.07,
whereV is the atomic volume at standard temperature
pressure. The small positive value indicates that pressu
tards phosphorus diffusion very slightly, if at all.

The nonhydrostatic thermodynamic treatment of d
sion of Aziz2 proposes a relationship between the activa
volume V* characterizing diffusion under hydrostatic pr
sure and the derivativeQ8 of the apparent activation ener
with respect to biaxial strain at constant composition

V*

V
+

3

2

Q8

YV
= ± 1 +A, s1d

where the plus sign applies to a vacancy mechanism
minus sign to an interstitial-based mechanism,Y is the biax-
ial modulus at elevated temperature and pressure, andA is
the anisotropy of the migration volumesfor A=0 diffusion
remains isotropic under biaxial straind. Equations1d is con-
sistent with the diffusion results for Sb, a vaca
diffuser,11,15 but inconsistencies have been observed fo
diffusion of boron, which diffuses by an interstitial-bas
mechanism.11,16

Phosphorus diffusion in strained and strain-rela
Si1−xGex has been measured by Christiansenet al.,17 who
were able to estimate from their results an average val
Q8=−13 eV per unit strain for alloys spanningx=0.1–0.2
In obtaining this estimate they made the assumptions thsid
over the rangex=0–0.2,Q8 is independent of compositio
sii d for each composition,Q8 is the same for strained a
unstrained material;siii d the pre-exponential factor varies
a specified way over this composition range; andsivd the
pre-exponential factor is independent of strain. The valu
Q8 for unalloyed Si is not measured directly but only p
sumed to be the same as for alloys of 10%–20% Ge. W
Eq. s1d to compare phosphorus diffusion under hydros
and biaxial stress using our measured values ofV* and Chris

FIG. 2. Phosphorus diffusivity vs pressure at 840 °C. Circles: Si0.93Ge0.07

samples under biaxial compressive strain; squares: unstrained unallo
samples. The cross in the inset is a typical error bar.
etensenet al.’s value ofQ8. In Table I we show the value of
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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the migration volume anisotropy required to reconcile
experimental results assuming both an interstitial-b
mechanism and a vacancy-based mechanism in turn. Th
reasonably large11,16 resulting value of the anisotropy for
vacancy-based mechanism is consistent with existing
dence that P diffusion occurs virtually entirely by
interstitial-based mechanism.3 The near-zero resulting val
for the anisotropy for an interstitial-based mechanism is
reasonable. In fact, based solely on crystallography,A=0 has
been predicted by Dawet al.18 for boron diffusion by an
interstitialcy mechanism with a hexagonal saddle point a
ground state consisting of a substitutional boron bound
silicon self-interstitial.Ab initio calculations19 indicate tha
phosphorus diffuses through a similar mechanism, in w
case we might expectA=0 here as well. The uncertainty
Q8 has not been reported but we expect that it is sufficie
large that the difference between zero and the resulting
for A in Table I is insignificant.

Equations1d with A=0 has been shown11,15 to describe
very well the behavior of Sb diffusion in Si and dilute
alloys. However, for boron diffusion large inconsistenc
with Eq. s1d with A=0 have been observed11,16 between in
dividual data sets forQ8 and theV* measurements.

Large inconsistencies among the data sets forQ8
themselves have also been noted.11 The reasons for the in
consistencies with the predicted value ofA=0 are presentl
unknown, but it is natural to speculate that the phenom
logical thermodynamic treatment may not be valid for
interstitialcy mechanism, possibly due to subtleties abou
degeneracies and point symmetries of ground-state
saddle-point configurations.11,18 The present work shows t
first success of the nonhydrostatic thermodynamic treat
for an interstitial-based mechanism. It is worth noting
for both Sb and P, the measured values ofV* /V are smal
and non-negativeslying between about 0.0 and 0.1d despite
different point-defect mechanisms, and the power of the
hydrostatic thermodynamic treatment is a successful “pr
tion” of very differentQ8 values for the two casess+17 eV
for Sb vs −13 eV for Pd from a knowledge of the mech
nism. The resolution for other cases must await future w

Research at Harvard University was supported by N
DMR-0213373 and at the University of Aarhus by the D
ish Strategic Materials Research program and the Da
Natural Scientific Research Council. The authors H.-J. G
smann for helpful discussions and for examining some o
data with the nonlinear diffusion equation.
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